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A lower bound on the length of a sequence containing n symbols that has 
every permutation of those symbols as a subsequence, is obtained. The bound 
is of the form n2 - CFZ’/~+~, for E > 0; the best examples have length n2 - 2n + 4. 
The method is inductive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose one asks for the minimum length of a sequence each entry of 
which is an element of {I ,. . . 7 la>, that has as subsequences all permutations 
of the set {I,..., n]~ It is easy to see that there is an upper bound of 
n2 - n + I on the length of such a sequence (one can choose 1 ... y1 
repeated n - - I times followed by I> and in fact several people have shown 
that tz2 -- 212 + 4 entries will suffice [2]. 
It is the purpose of this note to show that ihere is a lower bound on the 
length of the sequence of T? - CIZ~/~~ A, where c depends on A, for any 
A > 0. To begin, define c,, to be a fixed minimal length sequence for 
0 . )..,i 71)~ 
One can easily observe that the ~e~~t~ of c, is at least n(/7 + 1)/2. For, 
me can select a ~er~~l~tat~o~ as follows. Take as first entry the symbol 
that first appears last in c,, ; then choose as second entry the symbol to 
reappear last tllcre~~fter~ etc. y the time this ~~rl~~tatio~ is c~~~str~ct~~~ 
at least n -/ (n 1) .+ ..D I- 1 = (n -+ 1)n/2 ~l~~~e~~~ of cn have been 
passed. 
There is another argwnciil iivhiclr in itseif ydeids this Same bound but 
leads one in the direction of the stronger result. Suppose one removes 
from a c,$, sequence all o~c~~~rences of a symbol .j, as well as every entry 
which OCCLKS between two successive oc~~lrre~~es of,j, and all occurrences 
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of i where i is the symbol to first occur last reading backward from thatj 
that began the interval1 Then the sequence that remains must contain all 
permutations on { l,..., n) - {i,j). 
Call the remaining sequence c,’ and assume that a permutation (T on 
{L..., 12) - (i, j} cannot be found as a subsequence. Then consider what 
might be called a canonical attempt to find (T as a subsequence: proceed 
through cn’ selecting each symbol of u in turn from cn’ as soon as it is 
encountered. Let G = O~CJ~ where u1 is the portion of u selected from c,’ 
before the excised interval in this canonical procedure. Then the permu- 
tation G~z@, cannot be found as a subsequence of c, . Its canonical selection 
must also fail since the last letter of u1 must be chosen from between i and j 
so that i must be selected after the first j of the omitted interval and the j 
must then be the second j of the interval. By utilizing this fact and selecting 
the largest gap between successive occurrences, it can be shown that 
lim,,,(l c, l/n”> >, l/2. 
The weakness of this argument (which prevents it from providing a 
bound of roughly n”) is that the letter i must be removed from the sequence. 
This leads us to a bound on j c, / - ( cnee I rather than on ( c, j - j c,-~ (. 
At the same time, it provides a removal of only roughly n entries in the 
sequence as opposed to the approximately 2n, needed for an $-like bound. 
Our main result is obtained by overcoming this difficulty in the following 
manner. We will line up (within an interval of length n of cn) k intervals, 
each starting with an occurrence of a symbol and terminating with its 
(k + I)st subsequent occurrence. Then, by removing all of the k symbols 
and one more, and all entries within at least the intersection of two of 
these intervals, choosing k to be n114, we will obtain j c, / 3 9 - CJ?/“+~ 
for all d > 0, and some cd . 
II. OUTLINE OF ARGUMENT 
We will now present a logical development of the concepts used in the 
proof of the main theorem, and of our construction. Section III will 
present the details of the proof. 
Again let c, denote a fixed sequence on (l,..., n) which contains as 
subsequences all permutations of (l,..., n}. Within c, , let fi denote the 
number of occurrences of symbol i and let Ai and Di denote the average 
1 What we mean here is the following. One begins at j and considers each entry in 
turn proceeding from j toward the beginning of the sequence. The symbol we wish to 
choose is that symbol other than j whose first appearance is met after at least one 
appearance of every other symbol. In the following, we will use this selection procedure 
several times. It will always be abbreviated as the symbol that first occurs last. 
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and maximum ‘6gap sizes” for symbol i, that is, the distance between 
successive occurrences of symbol i. 
As before, suppose one removes from c, all occurrences ofithe symbol j 
as well as all other entries between two successive occurrences ofJ and all 
occurrences of symbol i, the symbol that first occurs last proceeding back 
from the j marking the beginning of the removed interval. We call the 
removed interval the ““gap” below and the number of symbols removed 
from c, the “gap size.” 
Using this reduced sequence, which must contain as subsequences all 
pe~m~tatio~§ on (I>.~.. 2,j ,...) n}, one has the relation that J c, j 3 
j c,..~ j -I- (gap size} +Ji - 1 +,A - ai , where ai is the number of 
occurrences of i in the gap and can he assumed to be small. 
Selecting the largest gap between .j’s, we obtain 1 c, / 9 / c,-~ / + 
((I c,, ) -- 4n)/(.fi - 1). This gives the bound of (l/2) 9, already obtained 
in a much easier fashion, but illustrates the main idea in the proof of the 
n2 - UP/~ kd bound. 
The argument used to prove the n2 -- cAn714+A bound depends upon the 
construction of k intervals similar to the gap above. Each of these k 
intervals begins within a segment of c, of length n and consists of k + 1 
occurrences of a symbol. Let us call such an interval in c, a (lc + I)-gap. 
We will use this collection of (I( + I)-gaps to show that if most of their 
union is removed, what remains of the sequence must contain all sub- 
sequences on n - k - 1 letters. 
First, we construct a sequence of symbols based on the /c (k + I)-gaps. 
e call the symbols that start these n, )...) ak . In forming this sequence, 
we note the position of each LQ as selected in c, . We choose as first entry 
of the sequeme that ai whsse second occurrence with its (k + I)-gap 
appears last in c, . The second entry is that ni which appears last in c, after 
this first symbol. The third entry is that ni which appears last in C, after 
this second symbol, excluding the first two symbols selected. The rest of 
the sequence is defined similarly. It has k symbols, call them a, ... ak: 
in order. 
The fast ~~embers of the ence we have formed may be chosen 
outside their (k + I)-gaps. eves, we know that o,~ cannot be c 
earlier than its last appearance in its (ic + !)-gap. For, there must be iwo 
~~wrsenccs of rr, before lu, is selected and at least one ~ee~r~~~ee between 
iij and ai+, fQX each b z=z I>“.“, k -- 2. Thus there are at least k owufr~n~es 
I  ^
of a, before it IS selected. 
Now, remove from c,~ the interval beginning with the occurrence of a, 
which begms its (Ic +- I)-gap and ending with the occurrence of uk as 
selected from c, _ Then remove from c, all other o~~L~rrence~ of tc, ,...) al, 
and all occurrences of j the last symbol (other than n, ,..., an) to be 
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encountered proceeding back from a,. Call this sequence with entries 
removed, c,‘. Then, as before, cn’ must contain as subsequences all 
permutations on (l,..., n} - {al ,..., a, ,,j}. For, if c,’ does not contain a 
permutation G on those symbols then letting 0 = urza, , where z occurs 
between j and a, using the canonical attempt at finding a subsequence, it 
follows that u’ = orzju, *.* a,a, cannot be found as a subsequence of c, . 
From this construction, we obtain a bound of the form 
I c, I - I ~--k--l I Z 2W c, l/(.6 - 1)) +h) - k2 - Wf9 a < 1, 
so that if 1 c, j > nz2 - cdm7~Q5 for all m < n we may deduce 
/ c, / - / c,-~-~ \ >, k(2n) - k2 - O(P) 
and with k = n114, 
j c, 1 >, n2 - cAn714+*. 
In reaching this result as is shown in the following section, it is necessary 
to consider several fine points. 
(1) In calculating the number of entries removed, one must take 
into account the fact that the last k occurrences of i are “unusable” as 
they do not start intervals of (k + I)-appearances of i. 
(2) and (3) In order to be able to find k (k + 1)-intervals of suffi- 
ciently large size beginning within a reasonable distance of each other, 
we require that the intervals have size at least Ak(1 - GJ where A is the 
average gap size. This leads to two terms in the bound, one related to t, 
and one of order n that must be included on the right hand side to account 
for the uneven beginning of the (k + 1)-intervals. 
(4) Finally, we need assume that the (k + I)-intervals which are 
lined up are all of approximately the same size. Otherwise, we cannot 
bound the segment removed by Ak(1 - E). For this reason we limit our 
attention to those symbols whose frequence of occurrence lies within a 
small range. 
III. PROOF 
A proof that one can perform the construction described above to yield 
the desired result, follows. 
THEOREM. Let c, be afixed, minimal length sequence which contains as 
subsequences all permutation of (I,..., n). I c, / > n2 - c,na for any o., 
2 > c1 > l/4 and c, depending only on 01, for all n 3 1. 
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PFOO$ We proceed by induction. Let j c,, j > PI! - cm” for all nz < n, 
with 2 > a: > Y/4, c fixed. Consider c, . Let Ai be the average distance 
between successive occurrences of symbol i in c, , fi the number of 
occurrences (or frequency) of symbol i in c,; clearly A,(.h - I) 3 
/ C, / - 4?7. 
lf the gap between successive occurrences of any symbol is larger than 4~2, 
then the inductive step is complete. For, we can remove this gap and all 
occurrences of the symbol that first occurs last proceeding backward 
from it, and the resulting sequence must contain as subsequences all 
permutations of the remaining YI. -- 2 symbols. 
We know that eachh has a limit in size of n/8 <J;: < 2n - I for, if any 
fi < n/8, we can find a gap of size 411 between successive i’s in c, . Also, 
if any fi 3 2n -- 1, we can complete the induction by eliminating all 
occurrences of i and observing that the resulting sequence must be a c,_~ 
sequence. 
Let this interval ((1/8)n, 2n - 1) be broken up into no more than IZ~ 
smaller intervals for some p > 0. We will choose /3 = l/4 - 8. These 
subintervals will all be of size 2n1-a. We select that subinterval which 
contains the mostf,‘s and call this interval I. Let I = (f - 2n1--iB, f). Then 
I must contain at least nl-Bfi’s. 
For each fS consider the number of i which begin (k + l)-gaps which are 
of size at least A.&(! -- HP’) for y > 0. (We will choose y = l/4 --- d 
below.) Since the maximum (k -I- I)-gap size is 4nk, we know that at least 
a certain proportion of the i’s begin (k + Ii)-gaps of size greater than 
A&l /zP). This proportion, x, must satisfy 
x . 4nk + (I - x) Aik( 1 - n+) > k(A, -- dk), 
where d is a constant independent of n, due to the uneven averaging of the 
distances between successive i’s This arises because we are considering 
(1~ -+ 1)..gaps so that the last 1~: occurrences of i do not contribute and the 
first and last few gaps are not weighted as heavily as the rest. This inequality 
implies that x is at least (IP’)/~@ if IE is large enough. Thus, there are at 
Least ~~-@-~/160 (I? + I)-gaps starting with a symbol i with fi E 1 and 
length of the gap >AJc(l -~- n my). This foollows by taking the ~~od~~t of 
the rni~im~l~ ~~-mber of symbols being consi ered times their rn~n~rn~rn 
frequency of #~~~rren~~e times Ibe prffporti~rr of those o~c~rren~es 
~egi~~i~~~ suitable gaps. 
Since j c, j < nzT there will be segments of ~e~gth PI of C, which ~o~tai~ 
at least ,-I + (+-y/160) = (M~+~/IGQ) symbols meeting the requirements 
above. ff this ~~rn~er is greater than k2 there must be k d@rent symbols 
that meet the conditions above within a segment of C, of size pz as long as 
k&l - n-y) > II. 
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This follows as long as no (k + 1)-gap can lie entirely within the 
interval of length n of c, . This eventuality is impossible if A&(1 - P’), 
the lower bound on our (k + l)-gap size is greater than n. We will choose k 
and y later so that this inequality holds. 
We may use this configuration in c, to complete the induction. 
Let a, ,..., ak be the symbols whose frequences are in I starting (k + l)- 
gaps in our interval in c, of length n. We perform the construction given 
in Section II on them. We form a sequence of the ai based upon the 
relative positions of the k + 1 entries of each in the portion of c, being 
examined. 
Let the sequence chosen be a, ‘a. a, where 
a, is the last ai to appear a second time, 
a2 is the last ai (excluding al) to appear after a, , 
a3 is the last a, (excluding a, , a,) to appear after a2 , 
. 
a, is the last symbol selected. 
Also, let j be the last symbol to appear proceeding back from a, in c, . 
Remove from c, all ais and j’s and all entries between the a, which 
begins its (k + I)-gap and the ak as selected from c, above, to form c,‘. 
Then any permutation u on {l,..., n> - {a, ,..., a, ,j} must be a sub- 
sequence of c,‘. Otherwise, letting G = u1zu2 , where z is chosen between j 
and a, in the canonical attempt to find 0 in cnf, qzja, ..a alccrz cannot be 
found as a subsequence of c, . 
Consequently, we have that 
j c, / - (# of letters removed) > [ c,-~-~ I. 
Thus, letting ab = b, 
I c, I - k4J41 - n-9 - n> + i (Sa, - W 2 I c,-k-1 I. 
iL=l 
The second term on the left counts the size of the removed segment, 
while the third term counts the number of ai removed, and the last term 
accounts for those ai occurring in the segment. This inequality is equivalent 
to 
1 c, 1 - I c,-~-~ 1 > A,k(l - n-“) - n + if& - k2. 
i=l 
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If the difference between the c’s obeys 
/ c, j - j cn-7c--l ) > (n” - UP) - ((n - k - 1)” - c(n -- k - 1)“) 
we will be able to deduce that / C, / ;> P? - OP. We must therefore show 
that 
Since 
- ((n - k -- I)" -- C(/Z --~ k -- l)a). 
2n(k + 1) - (k + 1)2 - cm-l(k + 1) + CW-~(~ + 1)2 LX(OL - 1) 
> 12 - cn” -- (n - k -- 1)” + c(n - k - l)“, 
the above inequality will follow from 
A&(1 -- n-‘) - n + 2 Jai - kZ > 2n(k + 1) - (k + 1)” 
i-l 
cw+(k + 1) + cr@(k + 1)” OI(U: - 1). 
We know that each J;li is in .I = (f - 2n1-B’,f]. ‘Fherefore XL, fat > 
kf - 2kn1-“. We also know that 
y §traight~orwa~d, if tedious, ~~~~~~~ulatio~ using the above two 
inequalities it can be shown that the iuequa~ity we wish to demonstrate 
reduces to 
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Then, if no2 - cOnOa > (n02/2), increase cO until equality is reached. If 
no2 - COyz~~ < W) %2, increase n, until equality is reached. 
Using the resulting c,, , begin the induction at n, . Since n2 - conE d 
(1/2)n2 for all YZ < n, , we know ( c, [ < n2 - zOyl” for all n < no , and the 
inductive hypothesis holds. Thus, the argument is complete. 
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